2019 Primetime Emmy® Awards Ballot

Outstanding Cinematography For A Nonfiction Program

America To Me
Stranger In A Room
September 02, 2018
Teacher Jess Stovall intervenes in Ke'Shawn’s academic struggles. His mother shares her own troubled history at OPRF. Senior Kendale and junior Chanti grapple with identity. Homecoming Dance is very special for Grant.

American Dream/American Knightmare
December 21, 2018
Documentary that delves into the life and exploits of the iconic Death Row Records co-founder Suge Knight, and the era in gangsta rap he presided over. Through a series of face-to-face interviewers, Knight reveals exactly how it all happened and why it all fell apart.

American Masters
Basquiat: Rage To Riches
September 14, 2018
Discover the anonymous graffiti artist turned rock star of the early 80s art scene in New York whose work ultimately commanded millions. It took less than a decade for the accountant’s son from Brooklyn to rise to dizzying heights.

American Masters
Joseph Pulitzer: Voice Of The People
April 12, 2019
Discover the man behind the award. An immigrant who became a media mogul with an outspoken, cantankerous voice and created two bestselling newspapers, Joseph Pulitzer championed what he regarded as the sacred role of a free press in a democracy.

American Masters
Wyeth
September 07, 2018
Uncover the hidden depths and complex inner life of the iconic artist you thought you knew. With his life’s work as a background, examine his wide range of influences, including modern artists, war, film and the African American community.
**Anthony Bourdain Parts Unknown**

**Bhutan**

**June 24, 2018**

Anthony Bourdain and film director Darren Aronofsky tour the remote South Asian Kingdom of Bhutan; the seasoned explorers share a meal with yak herders and visit the capitol city of Thimphu for traditional Bhutanese cuisine.

---

**Betty White: First Lady Of Television**

**August 21, 2018**

Betty White is celebrating 80 years in television, officially the longest career. She was the first woman to produce a TV show, the first to hire a woman director and the first to receive an Emmy nomination. She was the first woman on television with an experimental broadcast in 1939.

---

**The Case Against Adnan Syed**

**Time Is The Killer**

**March 31, 2019**

Despite being granted a new trial, Adnan Syed and his attorneys contend with the State’s repeated appeals. While a primary race for Baltimore City State’s Attorney has the potential to affect the case, private investigators re-analyze forensic evidence. On March 8, 2019, the Court of Appeals issues a new ruling.

---

**Chef’s Table**

**Dario Cecchini**

**February 22, 2019**

Charismatic Tuscan butcher Dario Cecchini grew up eating every part of the cow but steak. Now he’s out to change how the world thinks about meat.

---

**The Circus: Inside The Wildest Political Show On Earth**

**The Verdict**

**October 07, 2018**

The emphasis remains squarely on the Brett Kavanaugh confirmation. But as the midterm elections draw nearer, the hosts delve into the ramifications of the confirmation’s outcome on various Senate races around the country.

---

**The Clinton Affair**

**Part 3: State Of The Union/The Will Of The People**

**November 20, 2018**

Details of the president’s relationship with Monica leak and then flood the mainstream media – a war over the truth ensues; Independent Counsel Ken Starr sends his referral outlining the grounds for impeachment and House Republicans vote to impeach the president – but his ultimate fate lies with the Senate.
**Cold Justice**  
*Horror In The Home*  
April 06, 2019

Kelly Siegler & Steve Spingola partner once again to work with the Potter County Sheriff's Department in Texas in investigating the brutal murder of a doting mother of four. Will DNA testing help them find the murderer and answers for her grieving kids?

**Comedians In Cars Getting Coffee**  
*Jerry Lewis: Heere's Jerry!*  
July 06, 2018

Jerry travels to Las Vegas in a 1966 Jaguar E-Type to spend time with his hero, Jerry Lewis, in what would be Lewis's final on-screen appearance.

**Conversations With A Killer: The Ted Bundy Tapes**  
*Burn Bundy Burn*  
January 24, 2019

Bundy's double-murder trial transforms into a bizarre circus with an unhinged ringleader. Later, the accused makes a last-ditch effort to stay alive.

**Crazy Ex-Girlfriend: Oh My God I Think It's Over: Behind The Scenes Of The Series Finale**  
March 29, 2019

Oh My God I Think It’s Over is a peek behind the curtain as the team behind the comedy series Crazy Ex-Girlfriend wraps up its final season.

**Criminal Confessions**  
*King County, WA*  
November 24, 2018

In one of the largest and longest manhunts in the U.S., authorities finally identify the prolific Green River Killer. But now it’s a cat and mouse game, as they try to get inside his mind, so he’ll lead them to the remains of other missing women.

**Debbe Dunning's Dude Ranch Roundup**  
*The Ranch*  
December 19, 2018

Debbe stops by The Ranch in New Mexico for a sneak peek at their brand new 5,000 acre facility. Along the way she'll discover some ancient Native American petroglyphs, explore the longest mesa in the US, and rustle some cattle with the best cowboys in the business.

**Desi Lydic: Abroad**  
May 13, 2019

Desi Lydic travels overseas to find out why other countries are outranking the U.S. in gender equality in the one-hour special The Daily Show Presents: Desi Lydic: Abroad.
Divide And Conquer: The Story Of Roger Ailes
March 03, 2019

Divide And Conquer: The Story Of Roger Ailes is the story of the triumph and downfall of Roger Ailes, founder of Fox News. It's a story of serial cruelty, both on the public stage and in private life, and ultimately of a billion-dollar corporate setting that turned a blind eye.

Dogs
Bravo, Zeus
November 16, 2018

Longing for reunion, Syrian refugee Ayham makes dangerous plans with a loyal friend to smuggle his cherished husky, Zeus, out of war-torn Damascus.

Drunk History
Love
February 12, 2019

A student tunnels beneath the Berlin Wall, Edie Windsor topples the Defense of Marriage Act, and John Wojtowicz robs a bank to pay for his wife's gender reassignment surgery.

Eli Roth's History Of Horror (AMC Visionaries)
Slashers, Part 2
October 22, 2018

Slasher films got sophisticated in the '90s, evolving from Freddy Kreuger to Candyman to the terrifying Hannibal Lecter. The 2000s brought "torture porn" - a response to post-9/11 panic.

Elvis Goes There
Ryan Coogler
February 11, 2019

Elvis Mitchell kicks it with Ryan Coogler in his hometown on the heels of Black Panther to explore how Oakland shaped him as a filmmaker. Daveed Diggs and Boots Riley share the influence the East Bay has had on their work.

Extinct Or Alive
The Zanzibar Leopard
June 10, 2018

On this expedition, Forrest is searching the crowded streets of Zanzibar for an extinct leopard many believe was wiped out by witchcraft over twenty years ago. By examining recent evidence and using state-of-the-art surveillance, Forrest gives it everything he's got in this history-making adventure that leads to an unforgettable conclusion.

Formula 1: Drive To Survive
The Next Generation
March 08, 2019

Sauber driver Charles Leclerc hopes to achieve something his late godfather Jules Bianchi never did: race for Ferrari.
**Free Solo**  
March 03, 2019

A portrait of climber Alex Honnold, as he prepares for the first free solo climb of the famed El Capitan's 900-metre vertical rock face at Yosemite National Park.

---

**FYRE: The Greatest Party That Never Happened**  
January 18, 2019

A look at the infamous unraveling of the Fyre music festival. Created by Billy McFarland and rapper Ja Rule, Fyre was promoted as a luxury music festival in the Bahamas featuring bikini-clad supermodels, A-List performances and posh amenities. Guests arrived to discover the reality was far from the promises.

---

**Game Of Thrones: The Last Watch**  
May 26, 2019

A portrait made during the final season of Game Of Thrones. Set in the fantasy world of Westeros and the very real studios, fields and carparks of Northern Ireland. Telling the bittersweet pleasure of what it means to create a world, then having to say goodbye.

---

**Hostile Planet**  
Jungles  
April 22, 2019

Plenty of water, warmth and light provide perfect conditions for life to survive, which make the jungle Earth's most diverse habitat. But make no mistake, the rainforest is no Eden. This episode spotlights the fiercest jungle species both obvious and unassuming, including jaguars, caimans, orangutans, spectral tarsiers, hummingbirds and parasites.

---

**In Search Of**  
Superhumans  
July 27, 2018

Zach wants to understand how one can be Superhuman. He meets a man who bent the metal frame of car door with his bare hands in a moment of crisis and a man who can feel no pain.

---

**The Innocent Man**  
Debbie And Denice  
December 14, 2018

A young woman is found brutally murdered in 1982 in Ada, Oklahoma. Two years later, another woman goes missing, sparking rumors of a connection.

---

**Into Alaska**  
Release The Eagle  
October 13, 2018

On the Kenai National Wildlife Refuge, Office Chris Johnson has to save an injured bald eagle that won’t survive in the wild. Meanwhile, on the Kodiak National Wildlife Refuge, biologist Bill Leacock heads into the heart of bear country.
The Inventor: Out For Blood In Silicon Valley
March 18, 2019
This documentary traces the rise and decline of Elizabeth Holmes and Theranos. With a new invention promising to revolutionize blood testing, Holmes became the world’s youngest self-made billionaire. Within a few months, her $9-billion company became worthless. The Inventor tells a tale that was too good to be true.

Jane Fonda In Five Acts
September 24, 2018
Girl next door, sex icon, activist, fitness tycoon, Oscar®-winning actress Jane Fonda has lived a life marked by controversy, tragedy and transformation—and she’s done it all in the public eye. This is a look at one woman’s singular journey.

Jesus: His Life
Joseph: The Nativity
March 25, 2019
In a time of unrest, when the Romans occupy the land of Judea, a simple craftsman named Joseph faces a test of faith when his fiancée Mary tells him she is expecting a child, the Son of God. Through many dangers, Joseph vows to love and protect his son Jesus.

Jesus: His Life
Mary Magdalene: The Crucifixion
April 15, 2019
Cured of “seven demons” by Jesus, Mary Magdalene is among his best-known female followers. With his mother, Mary Magdalene witnesses the torment of the crucifixion at the foot of the cross. But her faith is rewarded the most when she is the first to witness the seemingly unbelievable: His resurrection.

Jesus: His Life
Pilate: The Trial
April 08, 2019
Pontius Pilate, the Roman governor of Judea, has to make a decision about a troublesome preacher called Jesus. As pressure builds to execute Jesus, Pilate’s wife, inspired by a prophetic nightmare, urges him to leave Jesus alone. Instead, Pilate crucifies him, and publicly washes his hands of responsibility.

Kids Behind Bars: Life Or Parole
Aaron
April 30, 2019
On January 31, 2011, 14-year-old Aaron shot his neighbor, 14-year-old Alana, in her home in Harlem, Georgia. Aaron was sentenced to life without parole at 15. Now 21 years old, Aaron is appealing his sentence.

Larry Charles' Dangerous World Of Comedy
Part 2: War - The Soldiers
February 15, 2019
Larry interviews soldiers who have turned their painful combat experiences into comedy, including a veteran whose injuries fuel his stand-up routine.
Leaving Neverland
March 03, 2019 - March 04, 2019
Leaving Neverland spotlights the experiences of two young boys, James Safechuck and Wade Robson, who were befriended by Michael Jackson. Gut-wrenching interviews with Safechuck and Robson, now in their 30s, and their families, present a picture of sustained abuse and explores the complicated feelings leading them to confront their experiences.

Living In The Future’s Past
May 03, 2019
What kind of future would YOU like to see? Jeff Bridges shares the screen with scientists, profound thinkers, and a dazzling array of Earth’s living creatures to reveal eye-opening concepts about ourselves and our past, providing fresh insights into our subconscious motivations and their unintended consequences.

Lorena
An Irresistable Impulse
February 15, 2019
This four-part docuseries investigates the events of 1993, where Lorena Bobbitt sliced off her husband’s penis after years of abuse. John and Lorena Bobbitt’s stories exploded into a 24-hour news cycle. She became a national joke, her suffering ignored by the male-dominated press.

Making A Murderer Part 2
Item FL
October 19, 2018
Kathleen runs new tests on the bullet believed to have killed Teresa Halbach and tracks Teresa’s movements on the day she disappeared.

Minding The Gap
August 17, 2018
Compiling over 12 years of footage shot in his hometown of Rockford, IL, in Minding The Gap, he searches for correlations between his skateboarder friends’ turbulent upbringings and the complexities of modern-day masculinity. He weaves a story of generational forgiveness while exploring the precarious gap between childhood and adulthood.

Most Expensivest
Retirement
August 28, 2018
With 19% of Florida’s population 65 and older, these elderly ballers know exactly how to spend their golden years right. 2 Chainz gets lit on the strip with these abuelos.

Murder For Hire
Guardian Angel - Davis, UT
April 28, 2019
A young mother’s life is threatened by her ex-husband as their relationship turns deadly. With the determination of one officer and the help of unlikely informants, they uncover a relentless murder plot only an undercover operation can stop.
Murder Mountain
The Redwood Curtain
September 23, 2018
A six part docu-series that traces the disappearance of Garret Rodriguez from Humbolt County’s Marijuana fields. As cannabis legalization looms over the region, outlaws sworn to secrecy are forced to tell of Garret’s fate. The story told is one of murder and modern day vigilante justice.

My Next Guest Needs No Introduction With David Letterman
Lewis Hamilton
May 31, 2019
World champion Formula One driver Lewis Hamilton looks back on his scrappy beginnings and gives Dave the thrill of a lifetime on the racetrack.

Our Planet
Coastal Seas
April 05, 2019
From fearsome sharks to lowly urchins, 90 percent of marine creatives live in coastal waters. Protecting these habitats is a battle humanity must win.

Our Planet
Jungles
April 05, 2019
Jungles and rainforests are home to an incredible variety of species like preening birds, intelligent orangutans and remarkably ambitious ants.

Our Planet
One Planet
April 05, 2019
Witness the planet’s breathtaking diversity from seabirds carpet-bombing the ocean to wildebeests eluding the wild dogs of the Serengeti.

Presidents At War
Their Finest Hours
February 18, 2019
Night Two follows Kennedy, Johnson, Nixon, Carter, Bush, Ford, Reagan and Eisenhower from late 1943 to the wars’ end, in both the European and Pacific theaters. From D-Day to the final Pacific Island hopping campaigns, we see what they experience and how that shapes them as leaders.

Quincy
September 21, 2018
This documentary profiles music and cultural icon Quincy Jones, offering unprecedented access to his private life and stories from his unparalleled career.
The Redemption Project With Van Jones
Drive By Death
May 12, 2019
Van Jones travels to Oakland to meet with Donald Lacy, a comedian whose 16-year-old daughter was murdered in a gang-related shooting in 1997. Lacy is meeting the man convicted of his daughter’s murder, in hopes of finding answers and some sense of healing.

Robin Williams: Come Inside My Mind
July 16, 2018
A funny, enlightening and moving portrait of one of the world’s most beloved and inventive comedians. Told largely through Williams’ own words, the film celebrates what he brought to comedy and to the culture at large, from the wild days of late-1970s LA to his death in 2014.

Salt Fat Acid Heat
Fat
October 19, 2018
In northern Italy, Samin savors the magical properties of olive oil, pork fat and cheese as she visits farms and helps prepare local specialties.

Say Her Name: The Life And Death Of Sandra Bland
December 03, 2018
In 2015, Sandra Bland, a 28-year-old black woman, was arrested for traffic violation in a small Texas town. Three days later, she was found hung in her jail cell. Featuring Bland’s passionate vlogs, this documentary follows her family and legal team, presenting a compelling look at her life and death.

The Sentence
October 15, 2018
The Sentence shows the aftermath of the directors sister Cindy’s 15-year incarceration for “the girlfriend problem” charges, crimes committed by her now-deceased ex-boyfriend. He coped by filming his sister’s family for her. In the midst, the family begins to fight for Cindy’s release during the Obama administration’s clemency initiative.

7 Days Out
CHANEL Haute Couture Fashion Show
December 21, 2018
During Paris Fashion Week, the Chanel team hustles to put the finishing touches on an extravagant runway show designed by fashion icon Karl Lagerfeld.

Shirkers
October 26, 2018
In 1992, Sandi Tan and her friends shot a quirky film on the streets of Singapore. Then the footage disappeared, sending her on a hunt for answers.
Slutever
Vagina Power
February 17, 2019
"Pussy" is undergoing a massive rebrand. Sex writer Karley Sciortino goes on a journey to find the true meaning of "pussy power," meets sex witches, a yoni alchemist, and a sex-positive feminist icon.

Song Of Parkland
February 07, 2019
In the wake of tragedy at their school, Marjory Stoneman Douglas drama students and their teacher harness the power of theater and music to heal themselves and their community. The film features the voices and songs of kids who inspired a nation in calling for an end to gun violence.

The Staircase
Flawed Justice
June 08, 2018
Michael speaks to a reporter about the reasons behind his plea. Later, Kathleen's sister delivers a statement of defiance in court.

The Story Of God With Morgan Freeman
Gods Among Us
March 12, 2019
Morgan Freeman travels around the globe to explore the divine mysteries of gods made human, and meets a 5-year-old living goddess in Nepal.

Studio 54
February 11, 2019
Studio 54 was the epicenter of 70s hedonism—a place that came to symbolize an entire era, before imploding in scandal after 33 months. Studio 54 raises the velvet rope to the legendary nightclub, featuring unprecedented access to Ian Schrager as he discusses the club in-depth for the first time.

They'll Love Me When I'm Dead
November 02, 2018
Actors, crew members and others who were there discuss the tumultuous creation of Orson Welles's final, unfinished film The Other Side of the World.

This Giant Beast That Is The Global Economy
Death
February 22, 2019
A counterfeit hundred dollar bill might ruin your weekend, but did you know it could also disrupt a nation’s economy? Kal Penn meets the folks in the fight against fakes, trying to save industries from the threat of bogus goods and even terrorism.
Trigger Warning With Killer Mike

White Gang Privilege
January 18, 2019

Concerned that the Crips and other gangs haven't monetized their larger-than-life brand, Killer Mike helps them launch a product to rival Coca-Cola.

Vice

Consent
September 28, 2018

One year after the explosive charges against Harvey Weinstein, the #MeToo movement has impacted everything—from Supreme Court nominees and workplace culture to sex and dating. Vice correspondent Isobel Yeung takes a searing, personal look at how we define sexual consent, hold assailants accountable, and move forward.

Wu-Tang Clan: Of Mics And Men

Episode 1
May 10, 2019

A retrospective look at everything that molded Wu-Tang Clan and the socio-political bullshit they had to navigate growing up. Apostles of hip hop culture, fans of kung fu cinema, and members of the Five Percent Nation, they cut a song - "Protect Ya Neck" - and the rest is history.

Wyatt Cenac's Problem Areas

Inequality Problems
May 03, 2019

Wyatt looks at who gets access to good dental care, delivers a pitch investors simply can't turn down, and travels to Seattle to see how a group of parents fought to keep their school from being shut down.

End of Category